Boost Your Nursing Career with This Insightful Guidebook

That Takes You Through the Essential Steps of Presenting and Publishing!

Written for every nurse, *A Nurse's Guide to Presenting and Publishing* is a resource for baccalaureate, graduate students, a companion text for professional development, or a handbook for small groups in practice settings. The small steps shared in this book have helped hundreds of students, staff nurses, advanced practice nurses, and nurse managers to accept the challenge and dare to share their experience with others. Now you can learn to do the same!
Meant as a portable mentor, the first section in this guidebook introduces you to all four steps:

- *Shift in perspective* – see yourself as creative
- *Self-reflect* – explore your “inner landscape”
- *Strategies and skills* – practice the techniques and tools
- *Support circles* – develop mindful relationships with colleague-friends

For the first time ever, these evidence-based steps are contained in one book!

**Features & Benefits**

**KEY FEATURES:**

For the first time ever, four evidence-based strategies for presenting and publishing success are contained in a single guidebook:

- *Shift in perspective* – see yourself as a presenter and/or author
- *Self-reflect* – explore what helps and hinders dare-to-shares
- *Strategies and skills* – practice these small steps one-by-one
- *Support circles* – reach out and ask for help:

Meant as a portable mentor and written for busy nurses, chapters are 3 – 5 pages short and:
* Start with a story or a survey

* End with an application exercise

* Use examples from nurses’ everyday practice

* Share insights from cutting-edge research and literature

* Offer advice from expert presenters, authors, and editors

---

**Applicable Courses**

*Whether you are a student at the undergraduate or graduate level, practicing clinician, faculty member or any of thereof ~ this book, with an eye-glitter rating of 10 plus ~ is for you!*

  - Diane Monsivais RN PhD (c), *Nurse Author & Editor*, 2008.

Written for every nurse, **Dare to Share** is perfect for courses in BSN, MSN and doctoral programs including:

* Role Development

* Career Development

* Writing for Publication

* Professional Issues

* Issues and Trends in Professional Nursing

* Capstone Courses

* Nursing Research
A Nurse's Guide to Presenting and Publishing: Dare to Share is also a valuable companion text for professional development, faculty development or continuing education.
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